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Foreign Exchange

by David Goldman

Liquidity squeeze buoys dollar

quarter. That is, the banks plan a cal

But the big question is, how long can the U.S. economy be kept
from collapsing due to a run on the entire 'banking system?

culated risk, as they did in June, that
they can avoid large losses later by
taking lim ited losses now.
In September, most large banks
already wrote down 20% to 40% of

In Frankfurt, the dollar rose on Fri

quarter as "non-accruing," he said,

day to an official price of over 2.98

forced to flood the system with cash.

"and they will continue writeoffs. They

Deutsche marks at the fixing, up from

As long as Volcker did not actually

will write off 10% more, 20% more,

2.8803 marks before the weekend, its

open the floodgates, the banks' search

and 30% more in December. They are

highest fixing since February 1973.

for funds kept rates and the dollar tight.

going to write off Argentina entirely.

strategic

No sooner was Continental na

"Why? Because the more the banks

background, i.e., the cancellation of

tionalized than a similar "walk" began

declare Argentina's loans to be non

Unquestionably
East

German

the

premier

Honecker's

on Los Angeles' Financial Corpora

performing, the weaker the position of

tion of America (FCA), which has $15

the Argentines is. Argentina's nego

many, prompted some of the mark's

billion in uninsured large deposits ma

tiating position was based on the con

weakness. However, the dollar was

turing at the end of September and is

sequences of Argentine default on U.S.

universally strong. The dollar's ex

willing to pay exorbitant rates to at

banks.

change rate has, perversely, become a

tract dollars.

much-heralded visit to West Ger

reverse index of liquidity availability

"Now the banks can literally an

Then, as EIR reported in a pre

swer: 'Fine, don't pay! I don't care.'

vious issue, New York's Manufactur

The moment you have made the write

Although the dollar may come off

ers Hanover itself was said to be losing

offs, it doesn't matter if they pay or
not."

in the Eurodollar market.
some from such giddy heights, tight

deposits and borrowing at the Fed,

rates, a firm dollar, and weak metals

perhaps as much as

could persist for a space, as long as we

Aug. 29 reporting date, New York area

$4 billion. By the

Citibank has meanwhile bought

$900 million in insurance from a group

have the current "walk" on certain U.S.

banks' borrowings at the Fed were

headed by the Pennsylvania insurance

banks, rather than a "run" on the

down again to zero, but that doesn't

giant Cigna, according to information

system.

mean that Manufacturers Hanover isn't

released in papers filed with the SEC

having problems.

(see Business Briefs).

As we pointed out soon after Eu
ropean depositors began to walk out

In fact, a New York banking source

The question is, how long can

of Chicago's Continental Illinois, de

said Friday major banks are planning

Volcker "contain" the problem to a

positors were leaving the bank faster

to declare Argentina "in default."

deposit outflow on one or two banks

than the Federal Reserve was provid

Manufacturers lost $21 million in June

at a time? The challenge to Argentina

ing it liquidity. Losing deposits at a

in Argentina.

$5

supposes the banks can contain their

billion a week, Conti was

The only way to get Argentina to

forced out of the Eurodollar market

the IMF is "shut off the money," he

ber quarter, and thus contain the de

during May, and all American banks

said. "To say 'You've not been good

posit drain on the system. That is a

rate of

Argentine losses again in the Septem

had to pay exorbitant rates to try to

boys, so we won't buy you a sucker.'

real gamble. At a certain point, too

attract replacement dollar deposits

Nobody's going to give them any more

many bank assets can go rotten simul

which drove up Eurodollar rates. That

money unless they take steps to cure

taneously-and too many banks could

situation, plus foreign exchange spec

their own acne. . . . The law is the

suffer an actual run on the entire

ulators who joined in buying the dol

law. Once the loans are 90 days past

system.

lar, caused the big breakdown in met

due, you have to write them down."

als prices in June.

16

their Argentine loans in the June
Federal Reserve would have been

A top Wharton School consultant

As reported in this space last time,
most sophisticated European money is

That is, there was a "walk" on one

to the banks yesterday confirmed the

betting that such a general run on the

bank, and funding difficulties for for

report, noting that "several major

banking system, with attending con

eign branches of American banks, but

banks" including Manufacturers are

sequences for the dollar, will occur

not a general run on the entire U. S.

planning to write off more of their loans

sometime soon after the American

banking system. Had there been, the

to Argentina during the September

elections in November.
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ICALEO'84
The industry's only user applications oriented conference.

International Conference

& Exhibition

The International Congress on
Applications of Lasers and
Electro-Optics (ICALEO) pre
sents the latest information on
the application of laser and
electro-optic technology.

Six In-Depth Symposia

International authorities will
explore these subjects in depth.

Imaging & Display
Technology
Chairperson: Robert Tsai, Singer

Librascope
Optical scanning techniques
and systems applications, video
disc and data storage techniques,
optical non-impact printing, large
screen display, and spatial light
modulation technology.

Inspection, Measurement
& Control
Chairperson: Donald Sweeney,

Sandia National Laboratories,
Livermore
Emphasis on optical aspects
of the measurement process.
Optical sensors in robotics and
automated manufacturing, fiber
optic sensors, optical methods for

feature extraction or contouring,
holography and speckle interfero
metry as applied to non-destruc
tive or non-intrusive inspection
methods.

Optical Communication &
Information Processing
Chairperson: Marshall Hudson,

Raycom Systems , Inc.
Devices and systems for infor
mation transfer and processing,
optical fiber technology, sources
and detectors, networks, optical
computers, integrated optical
circuits, practical applications of
nonlinear effects in fibers.

Materials Processing
Chairperson: Jyoti Mazumder,

University of Illinois
Applications of lasers in cutting
and welding, heat treatment,
surface alloying and cladding,
chemical vapor deposition, and
drilling. Integration of lasers with
robots, laser applications in
Flexible Manufacturing Systems.

Laser Diagnostics
& Photochemistry
Chairperson: Robert Lucht,

Sandia National Laboratories,
Livermore

Emphasis on applications of
advanced laser techniques to
processes and measurements in
research and industry. Plasma
diagnostics, flow and combustion
diagnostics, particle diagnostics.

Medicine & Biology
Chairperson: William Keye,

University of Utah
Laser treatment of gyneco
logical, urological, gastrointesti
nal and cardio-vascular disease.
Update on photoradiation
therapy. Future use of lasers
in clinical areas.

Professional Advancement
Courses
Twelve courses will be offered
to those who wish to prepare for
the best understanding of the
individual symposia.

Exhibits

Manufacturer exhibits relate
directly to technical material
covered.

Speakers and Papers
Over 160 authorities repre

senting a variety of disciplines
will present original work or un
published results on a variety of
topics.

REGISTER NOW ICALEO '84
Boston Marriott/
Copley Place
November 12-15, 1984
There are advantages for early
registration. For complete
.
information, contact:

Laser Institute of America
5151 Monroe Street
Suite 118W
Toledo, Ohio 43623
419/882-8706

